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Release Notes for Patch Release#5697

1 Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange Cloud Plugins 1.6.10-rev4

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Release 1.6.10-rev3.

CP-207 NPE due tomissing checkwhether a BrandEntity object was found inNginxAuthVer-
ifier
Fixed an NPE logging issue which happened when a brand name (”Host” HTTP header value) was
used that didn’t reference any configured brand in the LDAP tree, which also caused the authenti-
cation to fail as expected, but the log entry points to a bug rather than the appropriate message.

CP-212 LDAP Entries not deleted when numusers would go below 0
During the user deletion, in case the mailstore user count is already 0 even though there’s still one
or more users, the counter will be fixed automatically.

CP-213 changemailstore(name) doesnot change theMailstoreDNof all correspondingusers
Fixed a bug in changemailstore where, when changing the name of the mailstore, the DNs pointing
to the mailstore in all corresponding user entries are not changed, which results into users with a
broken mailstoreDN (link).

CP-230 Provide Nginx Servlet Auth Password Lookup Without Config Cascade
Master Password configuration is read on a config-cascade view, which causes DB access.
Offer configuration file only lookup for Master Password configuration, which is enabled by default.
The config-cascade version can be enabled with a hidden property
com.openexchange.cloudplugins.nginx.auth.servlet.lean.masterpw

3 Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs

CP-207, CP-212, CP-213, CP-230,
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